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Architecture and sparse placement of limited-
wavelength converters for optical networks

Mounire El Houmaidi
Mostafa A. Bassiouni
University of Central Florida
School of Electrical Engineering & Computer

Science
Orlando, Florida 32816
E-mail: elhoumai@cs.ucf.edu

Guifang Li, MEMBER SPIE
University of Central Florida
School of Optics
Orlando, Florida 32816

Abstract. Equipping all nodes of a large optical network with full con-
version capability is prohibitively costly. To improve performance at re-
duced cost, sparse converter placement algorithms are used to select a
subset of nodes for full-conversion deployment. Further cost reduction
can be obtained by deploying only limited conversion capability in the
selected nodes. We present a limited wavelength converter placement
algorithm based on the k-minimum dominating set (k-MDS) concept. We
propose three different cost-effective optical switch designs using the
technologically feasible nontunable optical multiplexers. These three
switch designs are flexible node sharing, strict node sharing, and static
mapping. Compared to the full search heuristic of O(N3) complexity
based on ranking nodes by blocking percentages, our algorithm not only
has a better time complexity O(RN2), where R is the number of disjoint
sets provided by k-MDS, but also avoids the local minimum problem.
The performance benefit of our algorithm is demonstrated by network
simulation with the U.S Long Haul topology having 28 nodes (R is 5) and
the National Science Foundation (NSF) network having 16 nodes (R is
4). Our simulation considers the case when the traffic is not uniformly
distributed between node pairs in the network using a weighted place-
ment approach, referred to as k-WMDS. From the optical network man-
agement point of view, our results also show that the limited conversion
capability can achieve performance very close to that of the full conver-
sion capability, while not only decreasing the optical switch cost but also
enhancing its fault tolerance. © 2004 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation En-
gineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1629122]

Subject terms: limited wavelength conversion; all-optical wavelength-division
multiplexing simulation and modeling; optical cross-connect design; wavelength
converter placement; minimum dominating set.
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presented at the SPIE conference on Optical Transmission Systems and
Equipment for WDM Networking II, September 2003, Orlando, Florida. The paper
presented there appears (unrefereed) in SPIE Proceedings Vol. 5247.

1 Introduction

The performance of a wavelength routed optical network
~WRON! is directly dependent on the capability of its op-
tical cross-connects ~OXCs! to enable wavelength
conversion.1 A wavelength converter can transfer an optical
signal on one wavelength at an input port to another wave-
length at an output port. Not only has the cost of these
devices and OXC complexity made it expensive to have
full-wavelength conversion capability at every node, but
also wavelength conversion does not always minimize the
network’s connection blocking. For instance, with a fully
connected network, any connection request requires a
1-hop path from source to destination. Wavelength convert-
ers are not required at all to improve the blocking percent-
age of such dense network. Wavelength conversion must
therefore be used judiciously and should be placed in nodes
that maximize the overall network performance, taking into
consideration the network topology and the traffic flowing
through its nodes.

The placement of wavelength converters in all-optical
wavelength-division multiplexing~WDM! networks has
been an active research topic in the recent years. This is due
to the fact that the optimal placement of converters in
WRON of a general topology is NP-hard.2 Most known
algorithms apply to special topologies1 or are based on
placement heuristics.2–8 We review these placement
schemes and the reported results in Sec. 2.

In this paper, we extend ourk-minimum dominating set
~k-MDS! algorithm9 to the case of limited wavelength con-
version using three OXC designs. In Ref. 9, we applied the
k-MDS concept to the case of sparse placement of full-
wavelength conversion. The algorithm uses the idea of hav-
ing full-wavelength conversion capability at the nodes re-
ceiving higher traffic in the network. Consequently, the
overall network blocking percentage is decreased, the
wavelength reuse is increased and higher loads can be sup-
ported. These nodes, as dominating nodes, have to be closer
to the nodes without full-wavelength conversion to increase
the throughput. For the case ofk equals 1, a one-minimum
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dominating setD is one in which each vertex is either inD
or adjacent to some vertex inD.

The k-MDS problem is NP-complete,10,11 and it is re-
lated to the traveling salesperson problem requiring ap-
proximating heuristics. Our extension ofk-MDS to the case
of limited wavelength conversion is based on dividing the
nodes of the network intoR11 disjoint sets based on the
domination factor. To place a wavelength converter given
that Z wavelength converters are already suboptimally
placed, one node is selected from each set based on the
experienced blocking performance. We simulate the net-
work with the wavelength converter placed in each of the
selected~R11! nodes separately; the (Z11)’th wave-
length converter will be placed at the node that gives the
lowest overall network blocking performance. Our simula-
tion considers also the case when the traffic is nonuni-
formly distributed between node pairs, as in Ref. 12.

Our approach minimizes the search space and enables
better results than the fullsearch algorithm previously pro-
posed in the literature.3,4 The local minimum problem re-
ported in Ref. 3 is eliminated since thek-MDS scheme
solves this minimization problem by finding a solution tak-
ing into consideration the traffic flowing through the nodes.
We show via simulation that our placement algorithm for
limited wavelength conversion is cost effective and im-
proves the utilization of the network. To our knowledge,
our work is the first attempt to apply the MDS approach to
the design and engineering of optical networks in general
and to the limited wavelength conversion placement in par-
ticular.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews related studies on wavelength converters
placement. Section 3 describes the considered OXC switch
designs for flexible node sharing, strict node sharing, and
static mapping. Section 4 introduces the extension of
k-MDS for the limited wavelength conversion case. Section
5 presents our simulation model for limited wavelength
conversion placement. We show its performance using the
U.S Long Haul topology under uniform traffic. In section 6,
we consider the case when the traffic is not uniformly dis-
tributed between node pairs. Performance results are also
presented in this section using the National Science Foun-
dation Network~NSFNET! topology. We make concluding
remarks in Sec. 7.

2 Related Work

The introduction of wavelength conversion~WC! into
wavelength routed optical networks enables a significant
reduction of the blocking probabilities and an increase of
the overall throughput. The conversion capability also in-
creases the cost and complexity of the OXCs. Converters
must therefore be used judiciously and must be placed in
nodes that maximize performance improvement. Hence
there have been a number of studies to investigate sparse
and limited wavelength converter placement in optical net-
works.

In Ref. 1, the authors introduced the conversion density
factorq of the network and an analytical model taking into
consideration the correlation of wavelength usage between
adjacent links. On three network topologies~ring, mesh-
torus, hypercube!, the reported results show that the uni-
form placement of sparse WC~only selected nodes

equipped with full conversion capability! is cost effective
and can achieve most of the benefits of full conversion at
every node of the network. The authors reported that the
uniform placement technique works well for topologies
with low connectivity such as rings but is not suitable for
general topologies. This is due to the fact that the scheme
does not take into consideration the topology of the net-
work, the connectivity of each node and the expected traffic
load.

The study in Ref. 2 explores the heuristic of placing full
wavelength conversion at nodes with high nodal degree. A
network simulation is used to show the benefits of this
placement heuristic. The simulation model uses an auxil-
iary graph, withM nodes, constructed based on the physical
topology of the network. Note thatM is the product ofN,
the number of nodes in the network, andW, the number of
wavelengths. The arcs are labeled with channel costs and
conversion costs. Dijkstra’s algorithm is applied for each
connection request. The model considers a dynamic light
path establishment. The used arcs are removed to reflect the
wavelength usage in the network. When the connection is
terminated, the graph is updated to reflect the newly re-
leased resources. The simulation results show that it is cost
effective to place full WC at high degree nodes; and that
wavelength converters provide a significant gain in sparse
networks but very little improvement in highly dense net-
works.

The authors in Ref. 3 explored optical switch designs
with limited number of wavelength converter units at each
node. The designs implement the limited WC with shared-
nodal switch design using tunable optical multiplexers. The
OXC can contain share-per-node wavelength converter
units, or share-per-link wavelength converter units that are
shared by the incoming circuits. This type of limited con-
version switch has the potential of achieving most of the
benefits of a full conversion-capable switch at a much
lower cost. A heuristic of complexityO(N3) was intro-
duced in Ref. 3 for placement of individual limited wave-
length converter units in the nodes of the optical network.

In Ref. 4, the authors introduced a ranking-based heuris-
tic for limited converter placement. Via simulation, each
node is ranked given the experienced blocking perfor-
mance. Iteratively, the heuristic reshuffles the wavelength
converters between nodes with low blocking to nodes with
high blocking until there is no improvement in the overall
blocking performance. The results indicate that shared-per-
link architecture is cost effective and provide a good trade-
off for performance compared to the shared-per-node archi-
tecture. The disadvantage of such heuristic is its complexity
when considering large networks.

The study in Refs. 5 and 6 shows that routing and wave-
length assignment with wavelength conversion capability is
an NP-complete problem. The OXC enables wavelength
converters to be shared at the node level or between links.
It also requires tunable optical multiplexers that make the
design more expensive. A routing algorithm is introduced,
similar to Ref. 2, with a reported time complexity of order
O(N43W2) without including the number of incoming
connection requests to the network in the analysis.

The authors in Ref. 7, instead of using time-consuming
simulations, presented an analytical model for arbitrary to-
pologies and traffic loads. It is assumed that each node has
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a converter with a probabilityq. An analytical model is
introduced to take into consideration the dependence and
correlation of wavelength usage between adjacent links. It
is assumed that the wavelength usage on a link is dependent
only on the usage on an adjacent link. The authors reported
that the model provides accurate blocking probabilities
compared to simulation results, but it is not tractable for
networks with high diameter.

In Ref. 8, the authors focused on shared-per-link design,
where each outgoing link has a dedicated converter bank
that is only used by connection passing through this par-
ticular link. The complexity of such design, based on tun-
able multiplexers, is cost effective compared to the shared-
per-node OXC design. The placement problem is modeled
as an integer linear program~ILP! in which the objective
function is to maximize the total amount of traffic passing
through the network. An acyclic auxiliary graph is built in
the same way as in Ref. 2 and the Bellman-Ford algorithm
is used to find the shortest path between a source and des-
tination to establish a connection request. The time com-
plexity of the approach is dependent on the size of the
networkN, the number of wavelength per linkW, and the
total number of simulated connection requestsC. The time
complexity of the approach is orderO(C3N43W2).

The study in Ref. 13 introduces a novel placement for
full WC for minimal wavelength usage. This is achieved by
causing the number of wavelength required to be equal to
the maximal link load. The scheme achieves load-
wavelength assignability and it is based on splitting a gen-
eral topology network into simpler subgraphs such as paths
and spiders, as in Ref. 14. The reported results show that
the approach combines the problem of finding the mini-
mum wavelength needed and the problem of full WC
placement.

The authors in Ref. 15 focus on survivability, load bal-
ancing, and capacity constraints as criteria for WC place-
ment for the static routing wavelength assignment~RWA!
problem. The scheme places a full WC at the node with the
highest transit load. To avoid the network traffic becoming
unevenly distributed, a conversion cost function is used to
enable backtracking so that the proposed heuristic can re-
move a WC if it is not required in the final placement. The
proposed algorithm reduces the number of wavelengths
used by 21% compared with the approach in Ref. 16, which
uses higher objective functions for states where capacity
constraints are violated.

In Ref. 17, a path-metric-based algorithm is used for full
WC placement. A weighting factor~WF! enables the rank-
ing of all the nodes and the placement decision is based on
the computed values~nodes with higher WF should have
full WC!. The WF depends on the number of hops between
nodes and the interference length taking into consideration
the paths that are sharing one or more links with the con-
sidered path. The approach applies to static routing when
traffic requests are known in advance and does not take into
consideration the routing scheme and wavelength assign-
ment.

The study in Ref. 18 considers distributed algorithms
minimizing the number of WCs when establishing a con-
nection on a given path. The approach is extendable to
sparse WC and limited WC by applying different levels of
aggressiveness in locking wavelength during path establish-

ment. The reported results indicate that since wavelength
availability is dynamic, adaptively assigning the wave-
length to use is more crucial than the selection of the route
for path establishment.

Some studies investigated other solutions for wave-
length contention in WDM networks. The authors in Refs.
19 and 20 explore limited-range WC as a cost-effective
solution instead of full WC. The heuristic in Ref. 19 is
based on ranking the nodes by nodal degree. An auxiliary
graph is built to capture the wavelength available per link,
as in Ref. 2. In Ref. 20, an analytical model is used to
estimate the network performance for unidirectional rings
and mesh-torus topologies. The reported results suggest
that with only 50% of the full WC range, the same the
blocking performance can be achieved as with full range
conversion. The study in Ref. 21 envisions that if certain
nodes are capable of full WC, broadcasting can be sup-
ported in WDM networks. The heuristic is based on the
color covering and the vertex color-covering problems; and
it achieves the optimal solution 52% of the time with an
average performance ratio of 1.169.

In what follows we describe in detail the considered
switch designs enabling limited wavelength conversion and
we introduce our placement heuristic. Our simulation re-
sults will cover the case of uniform distribution of traffic
between~source, destination! pairs and also the case when
the traffic is not uniformly distributed between node pairs
for the NSFNET and the U.S. Long-Haul topologies.

3 OXC Switch Design with Limited WC

Full WC at a selected set of nodes improves the blocking
performance of the network. This is referred to as the
sparse full WC. Further cost reduction can be obtained by
deploying only a limited number of wavelength converter
units at each selected node.3,4 This is referred to as the
limited WC. The overall network performance achieved
could be similar to the placement of sparse full WC. This is
due to the fact that at any given node only a portion of the
WC capability is used at any given time.

All of the proposed designs in Refs. 2 to 7 use tunable
multiplexers that do not yet exist and will not be available
in the near future due to fundamental limitation of light
propagation. Our optical switch designs are ideally suited
for the case when fiber capacity or the size of the OXC is
overdesigned for future expansions so that there are unused
ports available. Consequently, the limited WC does not in-
cur any additional cost of switching. In addition to their
scalability, our proposed designs ensure that no tunable
multiplexers are required as opposed to the previously pro-
posed architectures in the literature.

In this section, we consider the case of limited WC in
the sense that the number of wavelength converter unitsCl

is smaller thanF3W ~needed for full conversion!, whereF
is the number of fibers in the considered node, andW is the
number of wavelengths per fiber. TheseCl any-to-any
wavelength converter units are shared by all possible light
paths that pass through the optical switch for the case of
node-sharing designs. We introduce a flexible and a strict
implementation of node-sharing OXC design.

We also explore a design where the wavelength convert-
ers are statically mapped to an output link. With this simple
optical switch design, there are two choices to make. The
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first step is to choose the node for placing the wavelength
converter, and the second step is to choose the output link
to which this converter will be permanently assigned~stati-
cally mapped!.

We show via simulation that limited WC achieves most
of the benefits of full WC while increasing the fault
tolerance.3 We also compare our optical switch designs
with limited WC, taking into consideration the switch de-
sign complexity~cost! and the overall network performance
achieved.

3.1 Flexible Node-Sharing OXC Design

Our proposed architecture for the flexible node-sharing op-
tical switch with limited WC is shown in Fig. 1. We pro-
pose a cost-effective optical switch design using nontun-
able optical multiplexers. The size of switch node isN
3N, whereN>F3W1Cl . Any light path that requires
WC from input porti to output portj is first routed to one
of the output ports,F3W1k, where 1<k<Cl , for WC.
The wavelength-converted signal at input portF3W1k is
then be switched to output portj.

The flexible node-sharing switch design enables a cen-
tralized sharing at the node level of the WC bank. The
any-to-any wavelength converters are available to all out-
put links and used by any connection requests.

3.2 Strict Node-Sharing OXC Design

The strict node-sharing optical switch with limited WC is
shown in Fig. 2. A wavelength converterCl in this design
hasW subcircuits for fixed WC, and each subcircuit con-
verts any incoming wavelength to one of theW different

wavelengths. The wavelength converters are shared among
all the outgoing links. However, we assume that once a
converter is used for a given output link, it cannot be used
for another output link at the same time; but it can be used
to convert different wavelengths~up to W! on the same
output link. This assumption is not due to the limitation of
the switch fabric, but is made here for easy comparison
with the static mapping OXC design described subse-
quently. When a converter becomes idle, it can be used
with a different output link. Note that each conversion sub-
circuit is specialized to convert to one unique output wave-
length. The strict node-sharing design uses simpler conver-
sion units ~any-to-l! as opposed to the flexible node-
sharing that uses any-to-any WC units.

In Fig. 2, converter number 1 is used for output link
numberF. Subcircuit 1, in converter 1, is used for WC for
the connection from input link number 1 to output link
numberF. Subcircuit W, in converter 1, is used for the
connection from input linkF to output linkF at the same
time. Converter numberCl is idle since all its subcircuits
are unused and will be available to an output link if needed.

Note that our placement scheme for the flexible node-
sharing design is based on one WC unit to be placed at each
step. With the strict node-sharing design, we place one con-
verter containingW subcircuits for WC in each step. Our
placement algorithm in either case must select a node to
place one single additional WC unit for the flexible node-
sharing switch design; and will select a node where to place
a converter containingW subcircuits for the strict node-
sharing switch design. Consequently, the number of conver-
sion units available in the network will be increased by 1 at

Fig. 1 Flexible node-sharing switch design.
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every step when the flexible node-sharing design is consid-
ered and will be increased byW after each step when the
strict node-sharing design is studied.

3.3 Static Mapping OXC Design

In our static mapping optical switch design with limited
WC, a converter is attached to a specific output link on a
permanent basis. A wavelength converterCl in this design
has W subcircuits to convert toW different wavelengths
~similar to the strict node-sharing design!. The wavelength
converters are not shared among all the outgoing links. A
converter is dedicated to a given output link, it cannot be
used for another output link, but it can be used to convert
different wavelengths~up toW! on the link it is mapped to.
Figure 3 describes the static mapping optical switch design
for limited WC. Wavelength converter 1 hasW subcircuits
dedicated to output linkF.

The next step is to introduce our limited WC placement
algorithm, and apply it to each OXC design and compare
its performance against the full search based heuristic in-
troduced in Ref. 3.

4 k-MDS Algorithm for Limited-Wavelength
Conversion

In Ref. 9, we formulated this placement problem as a
k-MDS problem: given a graphG(V,E), determine a set

with minimum number of verticesD,V such that every
vertex in the graph is either inD or is at distancek or less
from at least one member inD. The members of the setD
represent special nodes that act as WC sites within the net-
work.

We developed an approximation algorithm for the
k-MDS problem that computes the set of master nodes to be
equipped with WC capability.9 The algorithm provides a
suboptimal placement of wavelength converters in an opti-
cal network using the topology of the network as an input
and independently of the number of wavelengths per link.
The algorithm ensures that the resulting setD, also referred
to as thek-MDS set, has the following property: every node
vPV is either inD or is at mostk hops away from a node
in D. The k-MDS approach assumes a uniform traffic pat-
tern between each node pair~sources and destinationd!.

4.1 Background and Definitions

We first present the basic background onk-MDS and the
related definitions used in our model. Given a graph
G(V,E), a k-minimum dominating setk-MDS in G is a set
D,V with minimum number of nodes such that every
node in the graph is either a member inD or is at distance
k or less from at least one member inD. Thek-MDS prob-
lem is NP-hard,10,11 and heuristic algorithms to solve it
~such as the one used in Ref. 9! usually give optimal or

Fig. 2 Strict node-sharing optical switch design.
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excellent suboptimal solutions. In our approach, the nodes
in k-MDS represent special nodes that act as wavelength
conversion sites within the network. The indexk of k-MDS
represents the maximum distance allowed between a node
in the network and the nearest conversion site. The connec-
tivity of node v based on the indexk is measured by
Connectk(v), which is defined recursively as follows:

Connect0~v !5Degree~v !5Cardinality@Neighbor~v !],

Connect1~v !5Connect0~v !1 (
mPNeighbor~v !

Connect0~m!.

Recursively we define Connectk(v) as:

Connectk~v !5Connect~k21!~v !

1 (
mPNeighbor~v !

Connect~k21!~m!,

which is the Connectk definition.
The set Neighbor(v) in the preceding definition denotes

the set of nodes sharing a direct link with nodev. The
Connectk(v) parameter is used in the computation of the
k-MDS sets. Each nodev will vote for the node with the
highest Connectk(v) value over all nodes withink hops
from v. Figure 4 shows the NSF backbone topology con-
sisting of 16 nodes and 25 links. The marked~double-

Fig. 3 Static mapping optical switch design.

Fig. 4 NSFNET nationwide backbone network.
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circled! nodes in Fig. 4 are the members of the 2-minimum
dominating set~2-MDS! set, i.e., every node is either in the
2-MDS set or at least 2 hops away from a member of
2-MDS. Applying the preceding definitions to the NSF
backbone topology, we obtain the following:

1-MDS5$1,4,5,6,9,12%,
2-MDS5$1,4,9,12%,
3-MDS5$12%,

and
Connect0(node 0)53,
Connect1(node 0)514,
Connect2(node 0)558.

We use the NSFNET topology in Sec. 6, where we con-
sider the traffic to be nonuniformly distributed between
node pairs in the network.

4.2 LIMITED Algorithm

In this section, we propose the LIMITED algorithm for the
placement of limited WC based on ourk-MDS algorithm.
Excluding the overhead of the simulation step as was done
in Ref. 3, the worst-case complexity of LIMITED isO(R
3N2), whereR,N, as explained shortly. Instead of trying
all N possible placements for an individual converter unit
as was done in theF-SEARCH heuristic,3 our algorithm
divides the nodes into~R11! disjoints sets based on
k-MDS and runs the network simulation for the highest
blocking node in each of those disjoint sets. The final
placement decision will be made based on the node, out of
the ~R11! selected, that provides the lowest overall net-
work blocking percentage.

Given a network withZ existing converter units already
placed semioptimally, our LIMITED algorithm finds the
placement for the next (Z11)’th converter in the network.
As stated earlier, depending on the considered switch de-
sign, the converter to be placed is one WC unit for the
flexible node-sharing switch design; and it can be a wave-
length converter containingW subcircuits when the strict
node-sharing is considered. For the static mapping switch
design, the algorithm will select a node and then a link to
have a statically mapped wavelength converter.

The LIMITED algorithm is described as follows:

1. Compute allk-MDS sets, starting atk51, until the
last R-MDS set has one member.

2. Initialize R11 disjoint sets: SET 15R-MDS, SET
25~R21!-MDS2R-MDS, and SET 35~R22!-
MDS2~R21!-MDS, etc. SETR51-MDS22-MDS
and SETR11 has the rest of the nodes.

3. Run the network simulation with the existingZ indi-
vidual converter units in the network.

4. Find the highest blocking node in each set of the
R11 computed set

5. For each one of the~R11! nodes selected in step 5,
run network simulation with the (Z11)’th converter
unit placed in that node. For the static mapping case,
place converter at the highest blocking link in the
node.

6. Place the (Z11)’th converter unit in the node with
the lowest overall network blocking in step 5.

Notice that the LIMITED algorithm avoids the greedy full

search@examination of all possible combinations to place
the (Z11)’th converter# as was done in theF-SEARCH
heuristic.3 Instead, it uses a search based on the computed
dominating setsk-MDS. As we see through simulation re-
sults, this makes the LIMITED algorithm more stable and
less prone to the local minimum problem reported in Ref. 3.
The reported complexity ofF-SEARCH is reported to be
O(N3).

5 Simulation and Results Under Uniform Traffic

We compare the performance of each optical switch design
using the U.S. Long-Haul topology,2 including 28 nodes
and 45 links. Each link is a bidirectional fiber with 8 wave-
lengths (W58). The connection holding time is exponen-
tially distributed and the traffic is uniformly distributed
over all node pairs. When a connection request arrives to
the network between a sources and destinationd, a pre-
computed shortest path is taken to reserve a wavelength in
each link in the path. The wavelength assignment is random
and the reservation is done in the forward direction.

Our network simulation is based on a discrete-event
model with a time-advance mechanism to the most immi-
nent event to be processed. Each event processing affects
the state of the system and the time of occurrence of future
events. Our simulation models six different events: an ar-
rival of a connection request to the network, a departure of
a reserve control request from a particular node to the next
hop node, the event of blocked connection request due to
lack of resources, the event of establishment of the connec-
tion request at the destination node, the event of termina-
tion of an established connection enabling the release of
resources, and the event of ending the simulation afterC
connections processed. Note thatC is 106 times the consid-
ered load of traffic in the network. The load, in Erlangs, is
the product of the arrival rate and the average holding time.
The simulation takes into consideration the control message
processing timeP at each node, whereP is assumed to be
10 ms. The propagation delay is estimated based on the
kilometric distance between nodes and the speed of light.
The hop-based shortest paths between node pairs are com-
puted in advance using Dijkstra’s algorithm.

Our extensive simulation tests with randomly generated
topologies have shown that the LIMITED algorithm pro-
vides excellent placement for nodes with limited WC.

We now apply our algorithm to a realistic topology: the
U.S. Long-Haul network2 is described in Fig. 5. The
double-circled nodes are members of the 2-MDS set.

Our k-MDS algorithm9 produces the following results
for the U.S. Long-Haul network:

1-MDS5$1,3,4,5,8,10,12,15,17,20,22,25,27%,
2-MDS5$4,8,12,17,25%, every node is at least 2
hops away from a member of 2-MDS,
3-MDS5$8,12,17%,
4-MDS5$12%, every node is at least 4 hops away
from node 12.

With the U.S. Long-Haul networkR is 4, and the com-
puted disjoint sets are

SET 154-MDS5$12%,
SET 25~3-MDS!2~4-MDS!5$8,17%,
SET 35~2-MDS!2~3-MDS!5$4,25%,
SET 45~1-MDS!2~2-MDS!5$1,3,5,10,15,20,22,
27%,
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SET 55contains the rest of the nodes, i.e., 15
nodes.

Our comparison results of LIMITED andF-SEARCH
under different traffic loads are presented in Fig. 6 for the
flexible node-sharing switch design, in Fig. 7 for the strict
node-sharing switch design, and finally in Fig. 8 for the
static mapping design. Under a fixed load of 50, we started
with no WC and at each step added a unit of conversion
following the LIMITED algorithm. We continued to do so
until we placed 50% of the maximum number possible of
wavelength converters units, 720 in this case.

For the three proposed switch designs, the results show
that the full search of all possible placements by
F-SEARCH can misexamine a combination of converter
placements that reduce the blocking percentage. As it can
be seen from the curves ofF-SEARCH ~in Figs. 6, 7, and
8!, the greedy full search frequently causes the blocking
percentage to increase and decrease unexpectedly due to

the local minimum problem~this problem was also reported
in Ref. 3!. On the other hand, the LIMITED algorithm is
more stable since we base our search onk-MDS sets; and it
is also faster and less complex.

Figure 9 compares the proposed optical switch designs
using the same method. The flexible node-sharing outper-
forms the other design since it enables all output links to
share the WC bank. It fulfills the WC requirements of in-
coming connection request in a centralized fashion. The
flexible node-sharing is suited when 200 or less wavelength
converters are to be placed in the network~around 25% of
the maximum of 720 converter units!. The flexible switch
design uses any-to-any wavelength converters, which make
the switch fabric more expensive.

Also from Fig. 9, we can see that the static mapping
switch design is simpler and can provide comparable im-
provements as the strict node-sharing design. Both designs

Fig. 5 U.S. Long-Haul network.2

Fig. 6 U.S. Long-Haul network using flexible node sharing:
LIMITED versus F-SEARCH (50 Erlangs, W58).

Fig. 7 U.S. Long-Haul network using strict node sharing: LIMITED
versus F-SEARCH (50 Erlangs, W58).
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use a simple wavelength converter with fixed wavelength
output ~any-to-l converter!. When more than 50% of the
maximum possible conversion units are to be placed, all
switch designs tend to have comparable performances.

So far we assumed that the traffic is uniformly distrib-
uted between node pairs and our placement schemek-MDS
assumes that all nodes generate the same traffic in the net-
work. In the next section, we apply the weightedk-MDS,
referred to ask-WMDS, for the NSFNET topology and
show its benefits for placing limited WC.

6 Results Under Nonuniform Traffic

We consider the NSFNET topology~described earlier in
Fig. 4! under nonuniformly distributed traffic between node
pairs. We usek-WMDS ~Ref. 12!, which differs from
k-MDS in the computation of Connect0(v). Under nonuni-
form traffic, Connect0(v) is the product of Degree(v) and
the weight of the nodev:

Connect0~v !5Degree~v !3Weight~v !.

We applied our voting algorithm to compute the
k-WMDS set as an approximation for the WMDS for the
NFS backbone. Table 1 lists the randomly generated
weights for each node in NSFNET. Thek-WMDS algo-
rithm provided the following results for the NSFNET:

1-WMDS ~NSF!5$1,4,5,6,9,11,14%,
2-WMDS ~NSF!5$1,4,9,14%, and
3-WMDS ~NSF!5$14%.

With the NSFNET topology,R is 3, and the computed
disjoint sets are

SET 153-MDS5$14%,
SET 25~2-MDS!2~3-MDS!5$1,4,9%,
SET 35~1-MDS!2~2-MDS!5$5,6,11%,
SET 45the rest of the nodes, i.e., 9 nodes.

Our comparison results of LIMITED andF-SEARCH
under nonuniform traffic are presented in Fig. 10 for the
flexible node-sharing switch design, in Fig. 11 for the strict
node-sharing switch design, and finally in Fig. 12 for the
static mapping design. Under a fixed load of 70, we started
with no wavelength conversion and at each step added a
unit of conversion following the LIMITED algorithm~see
Fig. 13!. We continued to do so until we placed 50% of the
maximum number possible of wavelength converters units,
400 in this case.

For the three proposed switch designs, the results show
that F-SEARCH misexamines some combination of con-
verter placements. The curves ofF-SEARCH ~in Figs. 10,
11, and 12! show that this placement algorithm suffers from
a local minimum problem. In comparison, the LIMITED

Fig. 8 U.S. Long-Haul network using static mapping: LIMITED ver-
sus F-SEARCH (50 Erlangs, W58).

Fig. 9 U.S. Long-Haul network using LIMITED (50 Erlangs, W
58).

Table 1 Assigned node weights for the NSFNET.

Node Weight Node Weight

0 6 8 7

1 12 9 2

2 7 10 7

3 12 11 15

4 5 12 3

5 8 13 15

6 1 14 9

7 11 15 2

Fig. 10 NSFNET using flexible node sharing: LIMITED versus
F-SEARCH (70 Erlangs, W58).
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algorithm is more stable since we base our search on
k-WMDS sets, and it is also faster and less complex.

The cost drives the decision making concerning which
switch design to adopt. Static mapping with a cost-effective
switch fabric can achieve comparable improvement com-
pared to the strict node-sharing design. This is due to the
fact that the strict node sharing enables converters, when
idle, to be shared between links. This increases sharing of
the WC capability inside the node. The flexible node shar-
ing enables the maximum sharing with its any-to-any wave-
length converter units. When few wavelength converters
are to be placed, the benefits of the flexible node-sharing
switch design are very promising compared to the other
two.

The flexible node-sharing design is suitable for networks
where the fiber capacity~dense network! or the size of the
OXC is overdesigned for future expansions with unused
ports. The static mapping switch design is suited for sparse
network with high number wavelength converters to be
placed in the network.

7 Conclusions

Our proposed optical switch design take advantage of lim-
ited WC, including the reduced cost, the improved fault

tolerance, and the ability to provide nearly similar improve-
ment as full WC in selected nodes of the network. Our
results also show that the limited conversion capability can
achieve performance very close to that of the full conver-
sion capability, while not only decreasing the optical switch
cost but also enhancing its fault tolerance.

The decision concerning the switch design to use de-
pends on the number of wavelength converters to be placed
and the traffic load in the network. When 25% or fewer WC
units are available in the network, the flexible node sharing
is recommended as the optical switch design of choice.
When more than half of the maximum wavelength convert-
ers are to be placed, all three designs seem to have compa-
rable performances. On the other hand, the static mapping
switch design is recommended when more than 50% of the
maximum possible number are placed in the network. This
is due to the cost and simplicity of the static mapping
switch design.

Initially, the network traffic was assumed to be uni-
formly distributed on the node pairs. We investigated an
extension ofk-MDS for nonuniform traffic, referred to as
k-WMDS, for realistic networks exploitation, as in Ref. 12.
Our model assigns weights to each node based on the gen-
erated traffic and we use a WMDS scheme~k-WMDS! for
the placement of WC under nonuniform traffic.

Our assumption in this paper is that all nodes have the
same optical switch design. In future work, we will inves-
tigate the combination of three designs in a network where
certain nodes can have a flexible node-sharing switch de-
sign and other might have static mapping or strict node-
sharing switch designs.
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